
Cast Scissors plastic handle
A practical scissors with a large plastic handle, suitable for different plastic materials. 
Made in stainless steel AISI 420 and autoclavable. A priceworthy alternative.

Super Scissors
Sharp, long model in 20 cm length with a large handle. Suitable for cutting in all kinds 
of Thermoplastic material. Made in stainless steel AISI 420 for increased strength and 
hardness. Autoclavable.

Item No. Color Material Length

51211 Black AISI 420 18 cm

51212 Green AISI 420 18 cm

51213 Yellow AISI 420 18 cm

Item No. Material Length

51217 AISI 420 20 cm

Ergo Supercut Cast Scissors
A premium pair of scissors made from Japanese stainless steel, which is extremely durable. Features 
Tungsten Carbide reinforced blades. The lower blade has fine serrations and a sharp-angled upper 
blade. The model has an innovative ergonomic top-ring “angled off-centre” to relieve pressure on 
the thumb for people who use the scissors daily. Two fingers in the lower finger ring also relieve 
pressure and improve comfort. The scissor can be autoclaved.

Item No. Model Length

51219 Stainless steel with Tungsten Carbide reinforced blades 18 cm

NEW!

Scissors
Cast Cutter Guarded 
Extra-large and strong 23cm economy  scissors made of stainless steel. 

Can be used to cut all bandages and casts close to the skin due to the guarded tip.

The lower two finger ring offloads pressure, improving comfort when using the scissors. 

Lower blade fine serrations offer improved grip action in the material. 

Item No. Model Material Length

51204 Cast Cutter Guarded Stainless steel 23 cm



Smith Scissors
Sharp scissors with a large handle. Suitable for cutting in soft Thermoplastic material. 
Made in stainless steel AISI 420 for increased strength and hardness. Autoclavable.

Item No. Material Length

51216 AISI 420 18 cm

Super Cast Scissors
High quality cast scissors which cuts easily in all materials. Lowe blade with fine serra-
tions and sharp-angled upper blade. Made in stainless steel and autoclavable.

Item No. Model Length

51208 Super Cast Scissor 14 cm

51207 Super Cast Scissor 18 cm

51218 Super Cast Scissor left-handed 18 cm             

Curved Nibbler Scissors
High quality, small precision scissors that cuts in both cold and warm splinting and 
casting material. Ideal for small adjustments around corners and trimming edges on a 
finished cast or splint. The lower cutting blade is serrated. Made in stainless steel and 
autoclavable. Tillverkad av rostfritt stål och kan autoklaveras.

Item No. Model Length

51209 Curved Nibbler Scissor 12 cm

Curved MAYO Scissors
Curved scissors with a small handle. Easy to cut around curved angles even when 
the Thermoplastic material starts to set. Made in stainless steel AISI 420 for increased 
strength and hardness. Autoclavable and suitable for both right and left hand.

Item No. Material Length

51214 AISI 420 14 cm
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